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Best Nationwide
Sustainable Parts Washing
Equipment Provider 2021
Eco Parts Wash Ltd is a Midlands-based family-run business and supplier of eco-friendly, water-based industrial
parts washers and degreasers. Its products are supplied to the automotive, industrial, marine, aerospace, bike,
pharmaceutical, and aviation industries, with the Ministry of Defence among its clients.
Founded by Tony Roper who has
extensive experience in the field of
parts washing, Eco Parts Wash Ltd
is the global leader in bioremediation
and approved supplier of the CRC
SmartWasher®, OzzyJuice®, OzzyMat® and the
production of speciality chemicals for
maintenance, repair and operational professionals.
Eco Parts Wash’s unique use of microbes offers
customers unrivalled cleaning through the
process of bioremediation, which is the use of
microbes to break down or neutralise “hazardous
substances” or “contaminants” thereby removing
dangerous chemicals from the environment. The
science of bioremediation is innovative and one
of the most proven technologies for safe cleaning.
OzzyJuice® contains a surfactant. This breaks
the surface tension between the grease and the
part instead of dissolving it, with the effect that the
grease lifts right off the part to leave the surface
perfectly clean.
The SmartWasher® Bioremediating Parts
Washing System is self-cleaning as well as safe
for the user – the bioremediation process keeps
the OzzyJuice® cleaning/degreasing solution
clean without the need for regular monthly servicing.
Even though it supplies the world famous
SmartWasher®, Eco Parts Wash is a small firm
that guarantees a genuine customer service.
There are no extensive levels of management
to deal with if a client has an issue – just a small
team of friendly people. It is a customer-oriented
company that puts the interests of its customers
first. It’s not focused on profit over service and it
doesn’t have hungry shareholders to feed! If its
products are not the right fit for the customer, it
always tells them so.
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SmartWashers can be found in almost every
Halfords store in the UK, Decathlon, Evans
Cycles and Cycle Republic, to name a few.
Supplying the world leading bioremediation ecofriendly parts washing machine makes Eco Parts
Wash extremely proud that it is doing its bit to
help with the environment. Its machines are not
only green, but they don’t need regular servicing
unlike conventional parts cleaners. This not
only saves customers considerable amounts of
money, but it also reduces their carbon footprint.
No visiting service engineers on a regular basis
means less vehicles on the road.
More and more companies are seeing the
benefits of moving away from dangerous cleaning
chemicals such as solvents by using waterbased cleaners. The workplace is becoming
a much safer environment when using waterbased SmartWashers, with the UK Ministry of
Defence having been using Eco Parts Wash’s
SmartWashers for nearly 17 years, and its
machines being found all around the world.

Looking towards the future, Eco Parts Wash
is feeling confident and looking forward to
increasing its range of Hot Wash Automatic
machines and continuing to save customers
money compared to expensive rental contracts,
as the out-right purchase of Eco Parts Wash’s
machines offers substantial savings in
comparison. No lengthy contracts to sign, no
ongoing expensive service options.
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